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86a Sunday, March 6, 2011account for either the ability of aCaMKII to self-associate or bCaMKII to be
unable to self-associate. Identification of these mutations that disrupt self-asso-
ciation and still allow targeting affords the opportunity to definitively deter-
mine the role that self-association plays in the subcellular localization of
CaMKII during physiological and pathological conditions.
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Nucleobindin 1 is a Calcium Regulated Guanine Nucleotide Dissociation
Inhibitor of GI1
Neeraj Kapoor, Ruchi Gupta, Santosh T. Menon, Ewa folta-Stogniew,
Daniel P. Raleigh, Thomas P. Sakmar.
Nucleobindin 1 (NUCB1) is a widely expressed multi-domain calcium-binding
protein whose precise physiological and biochemical functions are not well un-
derstood. We engineered and heterologously expressed a soluble form of
NUCB1 (sNUCB1) and show that sNUCB1 exists as a Calcium binding dimer
in solution and binding to Calcium causes conformational changes in sNUCB1.
Earlier reports suggested that NUCB1might interact with heterotrimeric G pro-
tein a subunits. We show that dimeric sNUCB1 binds to Gai1 and that calcium-
binding inhibits the interaction. The binding of sNUCB1 to Gai1 inhibits its
basal rate of GDP release and slows its rate and extent of GTPgS uptake. Ad-
ditionally, our tissue culture experiments show that
sNUCB1 prevents receptor-mediated Gai-depen-
dent inhibition of adenylyl cyclase (AC). Thus,
we conclude that sNUCB1 is a calcium dependent
guanine-nucleotide dissociation inhibitor (GDI)
for Gai1. To our knowledge sNUCB1 is the first
example of a calcium-dependent GDI for heterotri-
meric G proteins. We also show that the mecha-
nism of GDI activity of sNUCB1 is unique and
does not arise from the consensus Goloco motif
found in RGS proteins. We propose that cytoplas-
mic NUCB1 might function to regulate heterotri-
meric G protein trafficking and signalling.
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Conformational Dynamics in Dream Protein
Jaroslava Miksovska.
Downstream Regulatory Element Antagonist Modulator (DREAM), also
known as calsenilin or Kþ channel interacting protein 3 (KChIP-3) belongs
to neuronal calcium sensor proteins that are found predominantly in neuronal
cells where they regulate diverse aspects of neuronal function ranging from
neurotransmitter release to neuronal growth and apoptosis. DREAM is a highly
multifunctional protein that binds to presenilin, acts as a transcriptional repres-
sor for a number of genes including c-fos gene and prodynorphin gene in Ca2þ
dependent manner, and interacts and modulates the activity of A-type of Kþ
channels. To obtain insight into the Ca2þ signaling mechanism, the
impact of binding of metals and DNA on conformational heterogeneity and
dynamic motion of DREAM was probed using steady-state and time-
resolved fluorescence and anisotropy techniques. In addition the role of the
individual EF-hands




mutants with the im-
paired EF-hand 3
and EF hand 4.463-Pos Board B263
The Interaction of S100a1 with Type-2b Regulatory Subunit of Protein
Kinase A
Brian Cannon, Erick Herna´ndez-Ochoa, Kristen Varney, Martin Schneider,
David Weber.
The S100 family of proteins consists of 24 calcium-activated signaling mole-
cules that are involved in a variety of biological processes. They are expressed
exclusively in vertebrates in a tissue-specific manner. One member of this fam-
ily, S100A1, is involved in several biological processes. In the heart, S100A1
has been shown to be essential for cadiac function (Pleger et al, 2007). In skel-
etal muscle, S100A1 is known to help modulate excitation-contraction cou-
pling through interaction with the ryanodine receptor (Prosser et al, 2008).
Furthermore, in ganglion neurons exogenous S100A1 increases sympathetic
output by enhancing Cav1 channel currents (Herna´ndez-Ochoa et al, 2009).
This effect is occluded by the inhibition of PKA, suggesting a PKA-dependence
of this process. Our laboratory has now used ITC and NMR to demonstrate that
S100A1 interacts with the type-2b regulatory subunit of PKA.464-Pos Board B264
Differential Activation of Intracellular Calcium Oscillations by Multiple
Calcium and L-Phenylalanine Binding Sites Located at the Extracellular
Domain of Calcium-Sensing-Receptor
Chen Zhang, Yun Huang, Yusheng Jiang, Hing Wong, Xue Wang,
Adriana Castiblanco, Ling Wei, Edward Brown, Jenny J. Yang.
Calcium sensing receptor (CaSR), along other members of the family C G pro-
tein-coupled receptors (GPCRs), play very important roles in responding to
changes in the extracellular calcium concentrations and in circulating levels
of amino acids and integrating these extracellular signals into alterations in
intracellular signaling pathways. We have reported several potential calcium-
binding sites located within the CaSR’s extracellular domain using our
developed computational algorithms based on geometric factors and surface
electrostatic potentials. In the present study, we first report the differential ef-
fects of several disease-related mutations located at the predicted calcium bind-
ing sites on the inhibition and activation of intracellular calcium responses
using both a cell population assay and single cell imaging. We then identify
a potential amino acid binding site using computational methods and site-di-
rected mutagenesis. The effect of amino acid binding in altering intracellular
calcium responses, especially calcium oscillations, and its synergistic interac-
tion with the effects of extracellular calcium on these parameters are also inves-
tigated. A common activation mechanism for CaSR and other family C GPCRs,
such as mGluR1 by extracellular calcium and amino acid is been proposed.
These results could have important implications for our understanding of
how the CaSR integrates information about these two completely different clas-
ses of agonists–one an inorganic divalent cation, the other a nutrient–and how
the receptor senses these agonists in health and in disease states.
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Living on the Edge: Mechanisms of Single Cell Responses at Air-Liquid
Interfaces
Nina Hobi, Andrea Ravasio, Thomas Haller.
Many epithelia have contact with air-liquid interfaces. This applies particularly
to the lung, where one of the epithelial cell types, the surfactant secreting AT II
cells, even project into the air-filled alveolar lumen. This specific environment
may be of considerable physiological relevance; however, only few data exist
to provide a satisfying description. This is mainly due to the experimental
difficulty to manipulate cell-air contacts in a specific way. In previous investi-
gations, using new microscopic approaches, we found that the presence of an
air-liquid interface leads to a paradoxical situation: it is a potential threat that
causes cell injury, but also a potent stimulus: AT II cells respond promptly,
and show sustained Ca2þ-signals that activate exocytosis. Exocytosed surfac-
tant, in turn, clearly prolonged the time to irreversible cell damage, and may
be an adaptive defense against the harmful nature of surface forces. The
strength of this stimulus became also apparent by a rapid and significant change
on the transcriptional level: cellular pathways that are involved include e.g. de-
fense response and lipid metabolism, and a Pubmatrix search identified genes
associated with several lung diseases and injuries. Furthermore, we found
that the signalling mechanisms underlying sensation of an air-liquid interface
can be sufficiently explained by mechanical forces. These forces trigger cellular
events that are closely related with classical concepts in mechanotransduction.
In conclusion, we suggest that an air-liquid interface has to be regarded as a spe-
cialized form of an extracellular matrix. This matrix, probably an important
constraint in the evolution of air-exposed biological surfaces, exerts distinct
physical stimuli which are very well perceived by the cells.
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Electrodiffusion and Osmotic Water Flow and its Variational Structure
Yoichiro Mori, Chun Liu, Robert S. Eisenberg.
We propose a system of partial differential equations (PDE) that describe
electrodiffusion and osmotic water flow. From a physical standpoint, this is
a far-reaching generalization of the standard treatment of osmosis and electro-
diffusion in irreversible thermodynamics to spatially extended systems. As far
as we know, this is the first mechanically and thermodynamically consistent
model of osmotic water flow and electrodiffusion in systems with deformable
cells and membranes with capacitance and conductance. We use an energetic
variational approach to enforce consistency and derive a field theory describing
the flow, diffusion, and migration of ions, water, and the solution itself. The
variational approach is particularly useful because it treats interactions auto-
matically and consistently with a minimal number of arbitrary parameters.
Electrodiffusion and osmotic water flow are involved in a wide range of biolog-
ical functions of organs, tissues, cells, and organelles, including the homeosta-
sis of ions in the brain, fluid secretion by epithelial systems, electrolyte
